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Abstract: This papers examines an adaptive con- i,which acheives satisfactory performance in the face
tm1 scheme which involves the selection of a fixed of the unstructured uncertainty, and in the face of the
wntmller out of a finite colIection, where each con- diierence between the actual value of a and the dctroller is robustly designed to account for the true sign value of. For example, the 6th controller Cj(z)
plant being in a not newssuily small set of uncer- in the set Cl(z), .,CN(Z), provides robust perfortainty. There are no adaptive 'Lpararnetd in the mance for any plant in the family
conventional sense wl~~adjustments
are made to e t
ther model or controller uarameks. The ~arameters
here involve pseudo-probabilities or weights assigned where PI,..., p completely
~
wver the plant set 'P,'
to each of the finite controllers. These quantities are that is
N
computed recursively from the mhured data.
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1 Introduction

Our task in this paper is to explain how, when a
is unknown or slowly varying, the controller Ci(z)
Our concern is with the adaptive control of plants Cw be selected to control the plant- This tYPe of
with both parametric (structured) uncer.&ty and adaptive eontro11er i not lib the conventional ones
d y n e & (unstructured) unmtmw. The
is where either model or controller parameters are directly adiwted. Here the parameters are c o n e e d
linear, and subject to disturbance and me-emmt
noise. Knowing the value of the unfertain param- in the mechism for kteh'mg amo*
the P r e
etas allows for the design of a robust controller to
robust mntrollers, which is essentially a gain
cope with the unstructured uncertainty. Moreover, scheduling P ~ U bat
Wis adaptive in the sen*
there is no robnst controner, i.e., one that is linear- that the schedule is being learned fiom the measured
timeinvariant, that will handle the entire spread data
gain schedule is
set in h e , for
the g&
of structured and unstructured uncertainty. Hence, example, in aflight antm1
is
a
predetermined
function
of
the
M
ach number and
there is the need for an adaptive control.
aerodynamic pressure. One of the interesting p d
More preeisel3'~fet p denote the family of plan& ble advantages of this method is th,hat &,hough. the
given by
plant may have a large number of uncertain parameters (ain $he above notation), it is possible &at
:a A,
P
' = j P G ) = P ( z t a)(1+
only a few controllem are required, and hence only s
IA(e'",a)lS 16(do;cr)l,Vw € [-r,fl]l
few parameters in the selection mechanism. Also the
(1) individual robust controllers can be based on uncertainty in physical parameters rather than canonical
where a is the structured parameter constrained to a parameters, such as transfer function coefficients, as
subset A of IU',and A(z,a) is the unstructnred un- used in the obnventional parameter estimation techcertainty bounded by the weigkting function 6(z,a). niques, e.g., least squares with a linear regression
Assume that there is a finite number of ~arameter model.
, in A, sue11 that
"design" values al,...,a ~ each
The idea of using preselected robust control1ers
for any a f A, not necessarily equal to.ar, , a ~ ,
as described above is due to K. Poola [I], who also
there exists a controller Ci(z), tuned to cr.,for some
proposed a particular smooth adaptive selection al*Senior Scientist, Intezrnted Systen~.hc..Santa Clara. gorithm.
Kere, we examine the adaptive selection
C&ornis. USA anh ~ o n r i u ~ t i n g ~ r o f e n Department
or,
of mechanism as dixussed in [2] and [3]1 which will be
Electrical Engineering, S t d o r d University, Stanlord, Califordescribed in detail in the ,sequel. [3] this sheme
nia, USA
tpr0folessor,~
~
p of systems
~
t Engineering,
~
~
A=~
~is referred
t
to as a ~uftipleModel Adaptive Control.(MMAC), but the individual controllen are not
tralian National University, Canberra, ACT, Australia
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necessarily selected to be robust in the manner de- 3.1 Plant in Model Set
scribed above. Here wealso provide an analysis of
the convergence properties of the adaptive selection Leb a plant be drawn from the collection {P(x,={):
i = 1,
N), say the plant is P(t.,ai,). Suppose
algorithm following the analysis in [2].
the plant has disturbances and measurement noise,
but no exogenous input. Let N Kalman filters, each
tuned to {P(z,ai) : i = 1,. ,A'), be Connected
2 Structure of the Adapkive to the plant. Let the asymptotic design innovation
covariances be Sli and let ~ i ( t )denote the sequene
Controller
obtained from the Cth filter connected to P(z,aie),
at the point in the filter where the innovation se.
Figure 1depicts the general adaptive set-up that we quence would normally be observed. Recall that the
consider. The design of each controller Cj(z) is not quantitiesei(t) and Ri am availablefromthe Kalman
an adaptive control design, but rather, a robust con- filter and c o m r i w equations, respectively. More
trol deiign task involving the plant family 'P and over, the design covariance % is computible in ad*
the coverings Pi. The signals used to adaptivety se- w e e of the measurements- Note also that &i.(t) is
lect the controller are the innoxitions sequences, or actually an innovation sequence, but e(2) for i # i,
prediction errors, denoted by a ( t ) , EN(^), where is not in general. Define, for # fir
each is obtained from the Kaiman filters denoted

...,
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KFI, ...,KFN.

AIthough there are many .skuctures for the individual controllers Ci(z), one structure which utilizes the preiiiction errors is shown in Figwe 2. In
thia case C&) consists of an observer based state
feedback controller together with an auxiIiary signal obtained by processing the observer innovations
-sequence ~ , : ( f )through
.
a stable trarisfer function
t)i(z). An important Spect regarding the flewity of this-controller structure is that each Ci(z) is
a parametrization, in tof stable Qi(z), of all
stabilizing controllers of the plant model P(z,ui),
see, e.g.,[4]. That is, a i l controllers which s t a b i i e
P(z,ai) are obtained by letting Qj(z), referred to as
the Youla parameter, rhge'over all stable transfer
fanctiom.
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where zt denotes the sequence of measurements
y(l), . ,y(t), and p(culzt) are the G posteriori pro&
abilities ,vhieh,,axru-g
gauss.an distributions, are
computiblefrom

..

p(=ilzt-') J d i ~ ; ( t )

~(~ilz')

ztlP(aji*'-l) J*E~(~)
3-

Ei(t)

;
.

exp{--ei-(t)fi7lai(t))
1 T
2

(5)

It follows immediately that
lnL<(t] = hLi(t

- 1)

+f [az(t)~~lrz.(t)t

+-

aet(sti.)

(6)
The results in [2] are first reviewd? We then pro.
2 ln det(ai)
vike the extension to the feedback case. The adaptaas t -+ W, and for d i # i.,
...
:;,s=, rfiechauism is the real object of interest in this
paper. W e set it up uskg the ideas of 121 and [3].
2
Tln[Li(t)] 4 -(fi - K.)
(7)
IE broad outtine, the idea is this: Design predictors
(e.g., Kalman filtem} which are optimal for &ch of
the plants P(E,a{), i= 1,...,N. (Their design also where for all i,
iequires values to be assigned to noise covariances.)
= Indet(S2j) f tr(Q;lCi)
(8)
We then process the innovations, or prediction errors,
from each predictor and compute certain,quantities, with
t
toughly, .the Gala sample covariance. The index
1
value .i E 11,. ..,N] whose predictor produces the
G = t-m
lim t C E ~ ( B ) C T ( ~ ) (9)
smallest sample covariauce is selected and the cork = ~
responding Ci.(z) controller is used to control the
= ~{~i(t)&T(t))
(10)
plant.
The expectation operator &(.) is of course taken with
respect to the noise ~ r o k s e s .By definition of optimdity,
3 Review of [2]
K,< vi, '#if .i
(11)
and thus, Qi io, as t -roo,
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Two issues are examined in [2]. First, when the plant
is b i t l ~ emodel set, and secondly,-whenit is not.

~(ffilz')--r
~(oi.13')

(12)

exponentially fast with asymptotic convergence rate and also
expi-(% %.)t). This means that as t -too,
tr(~1;'~i) =
1, i = i o
(13)
Finally,we get

-

&hence, the correct plant model is captured. Intuitivdy tnis is as expected, because the plant P(z, aj.)
is in the model set {P(z, a;) : i = 1,. ,N}, and
mreyer,one of the.ICalman filters is optimal.
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Plant Not in Model Set

lr*

Ki= ln det(%) 4- i;

4
3.2

tr[@o(W)@il(W)l dw (21)

The Effect of Feedback and
Exogenous Inputs

Next, in [2], the case is considered when the plant We work now to consider the arrangement depicted
(arid noise covariances) is not in the model .set. in Figure 3. Let the plant system be described by.
SpeciIically, let the true plant be given by
where vo(t) is a zero mean whib noise sequence with
for some a. E A, where now. none of the Xalman covariance matrix R,. The feedback system is
filters is optimal. The question is: if one .acts:as if
the true plant were in thd model set, a d the probabiiti&,are computed as before, then what.actudy
where r(t) is a stationary zffo mean sequence with
happens?
spktrum @,(w). The controller C(z) may be one
The answer is that th6 quantities p(atlzi) com- of the.available set of mntroIIers C&),
,CN(Z).
pukd from (5), which mighk now be more wrrectly Recall that each eontroller cj(z) is designed to st*
referred ta as pseudo-pmbabiliiies, behaveexactly as bilize any plant in theset Pj'deiined in (2). .Observe
before, namely, that as t -r w,
th& it the true plant Po(z) is not in this set, then
the closed loop system may be unstable if Cj(z) is
appIied.

...

The block labeled ICE denotes a Kalman filter
which is designed for the plant model

where

Hence, the algorithm selects the plant model where vi(t) is a a m mean white noise sequence with
P(z,wi,) in the model set {P(z, at) : i= 1,. ,N) covariance matrix Qj. Hence, the innovations se
which is dwst to the true plant Po@)
in the sense quenee sr(t) from K f i is given by
of minimizing E ovver all i. As shown in [2], this
is eguvalent to minimizing the Kdlback infomafion
m u x r e computed on an asymptotic per sample b;t-

..
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The difference here in relation to [2] is: (i) the inWe remark also that if mi(&) and O,(w) are the clusion of an external input u(t) to the plant and the
model and plant output spectrum, respectively, then Kalman filter, and (ii) the generation of that input
by a combination of an exogenous input r(t) and a
feedback compensirtor C(z); We now examine how
the filter selection algorithm (5) behaves in two eases,
namely, vheu C(z) stabilizes P,(z) and when it does
where 4-'(2) and W r l ( r )are the transfer functions not.
from the measurement sequence y(t) to the model
) true innovations co(t), respeo
innovations ~ ; ( tand
tively. Note that these transfer functions can always 4.1 Stabilizing Feedback
be selected\tobe stable and stably invertible. Hence,
Suppose that the feedback compensator C(z) stawe can compute Ci by
bilizes P,(z). In this case the-pseudo-probabilities
p(ai/z') are again computed from (5), but now we
take the set of measurements as z* = {y(k),u(k) :
E = 1,. . , t ) . .The result (151, (16) is the same as

.

before: the algorithm selects the plant model that is
closest in the sense of the information measure, i.e.,
that plant model P(z, a;), W(z,ai) which is closest
to the true plant Po(%),Wo(z) in the sense of minimizing % in (21). What is different is the formula
for %. TOcompute this first observe that (we drop
the explicitly shown dependence on z;t, and crj to
simplify notation)

4.2

Unstabilizing Feedback

It could be that the adaptive selection algorithm (5)
picks out a control which would stabilize one of the
plant models, but de-stabiiiies the'true plant. The
question arises as to what happens if the same dgorithm is used to drive the adaptive switch.. Clearly,
the limiting process & (21) will no longer be valid.

Rbughly what happens is this: if the dominant
unstable mode of the closed loop system is at t =
and under the feedback action
C, ICI > 1, then the selection algorithm identifies
that plant P(t,cui) for which P((,cui) is 'Lmost Ilk$
Po(<). If P(C,cri) = P.(C), then the controller Ci(t)
Note that by saying -that C(r) stabilizes Po@) we appropriate for P(z,ai), when connected to Po(4),
mean that the transfer functiol~sC(I+PoC)-', (I+ will not produce an unstable mode at C. Nor will
P,C)-I, and Po(I P&)-' are all stable. Hence, it do so 4 f P(c,ai) & P.(C), because the controller
is robustly designed to s t a b i i e all plantsin the set
we get
'
P
ei = H;Wovo+Gir
(28) i a e d .in (2). ever, there is no a priori maranty that it will give no other unstable mode Cf #
where
So despite the fact that there is systematic way.of
switchingout an unstable controller, there is no guaranty that instability can be instantaneouslyrepaired.
One could randomly select
alternative control
and
from
the
set
CI(Z),
.
.
.
,
CN(Z),
or
better, whenever
Gi = w;'(po P~)C(I + +&)-I
(30)
instability is deemed to ocnu, say whenever \fy(b)ll
Assuming that '(l) and ' o ( ~ )are uncordatedp
then
some threshhold, a stabiszing, but lowathority
controller,
can be switched in until the d a y *,,(u)
= ~ ~ ( d ~ ) ~ ~ ( w ) ~ ~ ( e ~ j ~ )
tive system selects a new plant/ controller.
-l-Gi(eiw)@,(w)@(e-jw) (31)

+
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and hence

-

1.

1
xi = 4,(.).&
2a -,

(32)

To get better insight into this formula, observe what
happens when we model the plant inpuboutput dynamics correctly, that is, when Pi = Po.In this case
the presence of the external input iias no effect and
we get

(33)
as before. In the more general case with a stabiliaing feedback, the above formula for Xi is effected by
errors in both the dynamical model due to Po(z)
P(t, ai) and in the noise model via VVe(z)- W(r, ai).
Signal to noise ratio is also relevant, for example,
if *,(w) >> @,(w), then the term involving Gi(r)
tends to dominate, i.e., the noise model error is not
as important as the d y n d c a l model error.

-

Other insights can also be obtained by using the
expressions derived in [5], such a s

5

Algorithm Modifications

The pseudo-probability algorithm (5) can be modified ina number of ways. The influence of past data,
which tends to make the algorithm sluggish, can be
reduced by discarding old data. For example, s u p
pose that the controller selection is to be based on
the smallest

--A

(30)
where X E (0,1] is the usual Yorgetting factor" which
exponentially discards old data. Let pi(t) denote,the
pseudo-probability associated with %(t)above. The
algorithm (5) now becomes

Define,
.i = argmjnVi(t)
I

and for i 8 i.,
where

3.= [Po- Pi

VV0

- Wi]

(35)

(38)

As in the previous cases, it can be shown that as

t

402,

exponentially fast.

6 Concluding Remarks
?
'

We have revisited some earlier work on multiple
model adaptive control and have introduced some of
the ideas of robnst control into the procedure. The
controller parametrization in Figure 2 leads one to
hope that a more robust multiple model controller
has the form
N
u(z) = C p i ( t ) { Q i ( z l ~ ( t ) l

S;d

.'K T

+

\,.",N

F i e 1: Adaptive Control Structure
(41)

i=S

Compare this to the "natural" choice given by
N

4)= C ~ i ( t{c)i(zlZr(t)

-~ ( t l l l

(43)

is1

Apparently a periodic controller switching mechanisn can lead to the above "robust" form, cg., [I],
but this is not verified for the simpler switching
mechanism considered here. In any event, it may
be necessary to also provide for a bd-upcontroller

-~(41

~ ( t=)Co(4E(t>

(43)

which is of low-authority, but stabilizes all plants in
p. This control can be switched in whenever an "instability" is deemed t o occur.

s;~t\

Rgue 2: i-th Contder Stacture
i
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Figure 3: Fixed Feedback and hIu1tiple Filters

